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INTRODUCTION


The crypto currency market is increasingly proving to be the
Future of the economy. For this reason ABG coin was created.
It has the high technology of its decentralized system. In which
User’s have more convenience and less bureaucracy in their
Transactions while still being safe. For that reason ABG coin
uses block chain technology, where it's transactions with cryptocurrencies are
all registered in, encrypted and safer as a ledger
on its own network. ABG coin is a new crypto currency with
Innovation in its payment method it's evolution is constant and
Reputable.

PROJECT


ABG coin is designed to be one of the world's main crypto
currencies matching the idea that digital currencies are present
and future of the world economy. Since its beginning as until
future planning ABG coin shows safety and credibility,
Gathering its own wallet ABG wallet, and a payment system that
aims to be present in the whole world, The ABG pay this way it
amplifies its threshold in till it becomes one of the main crypto
currencies of the world

ABITCOINGOLD COIN


ABG coin is a project that is being developed by a group of people
expert in the crypto currency market, block chain technology, and
online
payments regarding this, the currency has the greatest safety and
encrypting technology the block chain. ABG’S objective is to keep
evolving in till reaching the position of one the best crypto
currency in the world, that’s why it's own block chain was created
achieving technological independence . With this the idea is to
leverage ABG creating tools, This way, the invested will not need
registrations for many groups, for it will be a community completely
based on ABG coin. We will then be able to consolidate a great
appreciation.
NAME

- ABITCOINGOLD COIN

TICKER

- ABG

MAX SUPPLY

- 9 million

ABITCOINGOLD WALLET


One of ABG coins main projects to reach technological
independence and an alternative that simplifies crypto currency
managing for the investor is its own wallet. ABG WALLET is
nothing more than a wallet to Store crypto currencies and make
transactions, in a simpler way, enabling the user to easily and
safety reach for resources

ABG PAY


Always thinking on constant evolution and practicality for the user.
ABG coin amplified its reach with the development of its
payment method system, making it an asset with high liquidity.
The alternative of inviolable payments. It optimizes the life of the
professional who wants to receive and make payments with
crypto currencies. With ABG pay you can manage your
payments with crypto currencies. The purpose is to make crypto
currencies more accessible to those who don't enjoy this universe
yet. As it can be safely integrated with e-commerce.ABG pay
seeks to have a global reach, amplifying the culture and
increasing the use and circulation of cryptocurrencies.

ABG COIN BLOCKCHAIN


Ever since the creation of the internet until the more modern
times, something new is launched every day, and the block chain
system is not out of this, the system is new, fast, transparent, and
safe. It reduces the risk of fraud, & because of that this is the
system that ABG has adopted to transpire credibility to its
customers. Block chain is a synonym of trust. All of the financial
transactions get registered so that people can check them. But
how can this be safe? The answer is simple each transaction is
being registered in a block individually, and new blocks are
generated all the time, creating a chain of blocks and all the
information is encrypted, therefore, people cannot know who
made the transaction, neither who received it. Since it is a
decentralizes system, there is no entity or governmental authority
as a mediator just like a ledger, block chain is a data bank that
stores all of the digital transactions.

SALE BONUS


Here we are giving bonus extra ABG COIN to the members who are
Buying ABG COIN more than 10k COIN.(100 ABG COIN). i.e.
10000 ABG COIN =100 ABG COIN bonus. 20k=200 ABG COIN bonus.
50k=500 ABG COIN bonus. 100k=10000 ABG COIN bonus



ABITSHADOW ATM CARD will be Release on 22-12-2021 only for 1000 members
they can withdraw instant Fiat Currency in Any Country



Member must hold 1000 ABG COIN Till 12-12-2021 For ATM CARD.

Distribution of ABITCOINGOLD COIN
PLAN FOR LIFE TIME. YEAR 2021


ABG COIN will be Release Every year 0.5% (



ABG COIN Only have 9 Million Supply



ABG COIN will be locked 6.5 Million for 5 Years



Only ABST TOKEN will be convert into ABG COIN 7.8%



ABG COIN will be live IEO on Vindax (only )



https://etherscan.io/address/0xf2693037734029e56f7a0782e569
deefd98adfb0

Every year of 17th January

)

ABITCOINGOLD COIN
ROADMAP
Q4-2021
Target : 100$
Instant convert into fiat currency and
withdraw from any ATM
ABG GOLD ATM CARD

Q3-2021
Target : 75$
Listing on Exchange biggest on
Binance .
ABITCOINGOLD wallet , Mobile App
for Android , Ios .

Q2-2021
Target : 50$
Listing on 3 Exchange

Q1-2021
Target : 15$
Listing 3 Exchanges

ABITCOINGLOD COIN TEAM

